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The F- It List
Macmillan After her father's accidental death, Alex refocuses on her family life only to learn that her friend, Becca, is
dying of cancer, a situation that compels Alex to help Becca complete a bucket list.

Get Well Soon
Feiwel & Friends Anna Bloom is depressed -- so depressed that her parents have committed her to a mental hospital with
a bunch of other messed-up teens. Here she meets a roommate with a secret (and a plastic baby), a doctor who
focuses way too much on her weight, and a cute, shy boy who just might like her. But wait! Being trapped in a loony
bin isn't supposed to be about making friends, losing weight, and having a crush, is it? Get Well Soon, Julie Halpern's
ﬁction debut, ﬁnds humor in the unlikeliest of places, and presents a character whose voice -- and heart -- will
resonate with all of us who have ever felt just a little bit crazy.

Have a Nice Day
Feiwel & Friends Anna Bloom has just come home from a three-week stay in a mental hospital. She feels...okay. It's time
to get back to some sort of normal life, whatever that means. She has to go back to school, where teachers and friends
are dying to know what happened to her, but are too afraid to ask. And Anna is dying to know what's going on back at
the hospital with her crush, Justin, but is too afraid to ask. Meanwhile, Anna's parents aren't getting along, and she
wonders if she's the cause of her family's troubles.

Maternity Leave
A Novel
Macmillan Julie Halpern's Maternity Leave tells the profane, profound and just plain funny story of a professional woman
who thinks she's ready for a baby but her maternity leave proves otherwise. Thirty six year old Annie Schwartz-Jensen
is a middle school teacher on maternity leave-a time she imagined as uninterrupted, blissful bonding with her baby.
Instead she is dealing with her body leaking from every possible oriﬁce, a baby who won't sleep, a husband who still
wants to have sex with her (is he nuts??), single friends who are clueless, and a mother who picked now to take a
vacation. The only people who REALLY understand Annie are the wonderful people she spends sleepless nights with on
QVC: Keep those velveteen table runners and non-jiggle stretch pants coming! As Annie navigates life with her new
baby, she realizes that not all Mommies are created equal. But she is determined to ﬁnd her way, love her baby, her
husband, herself---even if she has to wear nipple protectors for the rest of her child-bearing life.

Toby and the Snowﬂakes
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Lonely after his best friend moves away, Toby ﬁnds new playmates in the talking snowﬂakes
that begin to fall.

Maternity Leave
A Novel
Macmillan Julie Halpern's Maternity Leave tells the profane, profound and just plain funny story of a professional woman
who thinks she's ready for a baby but her maternity leave proves otherwise. Thirty six year old Annie Schwartz-Jensen
is a middle school teacher on maternity leave-a time she imagined as uninterrupted, blissful bonding with her baby.
Instead she is dealing with her body leaking from every possible oriﬁce, a baby who won't sleep, a husband who still
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wants to have sex with her (is he nuts??), single friends who are clueless, and a mother who picked now to take a
vacation. The only people who REALLY understand Annie are the wonderful people she spends sleepless nights with on
QVC: Keep those velveteen table runners and non-jiggle stretch pants coming! As Annie navigates life with her new
baby, she realizes that not all Mommies are created equal. But she is determined to ﬁnd her way, love her baby, her
husband, herself---even if she has to wear nipple protectors for the rest of her child-bearing life.

Someone Else's Summer
Running Press Kids For fans of Julie Halpern and Morgan Matson comes a summer road trip story about adventure,
sisters, and ﬁnding out who you truly want to be. Anna's always idolized her older sister, Storm. So when Storm dies in
a tragic car accident on the night of her high school graduation, Anna is completely lost and her family is torn apart.
That is, until she ﬁnds Storm's summer bucket list and decides to honor her sister by having the best summer ever-which includes taking an epic road trip to the coast from her sleepy Iowa town. Setting out to do everything on Storm's
list along with her sisters best friend Cameron--the boy next door--who knew that Storm's dream summer would
eventually lead to Anna's own self-discovery?

Don't Stop Now
Feiwel & Friends On the ﬁrst day of Lillian's summer-before-college, she gets a message on her cell from her sort-of
friend, Penny. Not only has Penny faked her own kidnapping, but Lil is the only one who ﬁgures it out. She knows that
Penny's home life has been rough, and that her boyfriend may be abusive. Soon, Penny's family, the local police, and
even the FBI are grilling Lil, and she decides to head out to Oregon, where Penny has mentioned an acquaintance. And
who better to road-trip across the country with than Lil's BFF, Josh. But here's the thing: Lil loves Josh. And Josh
doesn't want to "ruin" their amazing friendship. Josh has a car and his dad's credit card. Lil has her cellphone and a
hunch about where Penny is hiding. There's something else she needs to ﬁnd: Are she and Josh meant to be together?

Now I'll Tell You Everything
Simon and Schuster As Alice McKinley begins a new phase as a student at the University of Maryland, College Park, she
experiences many changes, both expected and surprising, that lead her into a future her seventh-grade self could only
have imagined.

Meant to Be
Feiwel & Friends What if your soul mate was decided for you? It started happening a few years ago: the names of
MTBs—“meant to be” mates—appeared emblazoned on the skin at age eighteen. Agatha’s best friend has embraced
the phenomenon and is head over heels in love with her MTB. But Aggy isn’t so sure. As she struggles with accepting
her MTB fate, she ﬁnds herself falling for a coworker at the local amusement park. Is he a better match? What does
Agatha really want in a mate, and moreover, what does she want for herself? With her trademark wit and irreverence,
acclaimed author Julie Halpern explores an age-old question: Who are we meant to be with?

I Love Planes!
Harper Collins Some carry people around the world. Some land on water. Some can loop around the sky. What does your
favorite plane do? Blast oﬀ into the world of biplanes and gliders, seaplanes and dive bombers, and ﬁnd out the special
jobs of every kind of plane.

The Secrets We Kept
A novel
Vintage NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A thrilling tale of secretaries turned spies, of love and duty, and of
sacriﬁce—inspired by the true story of the CIA plot to inﬁltrate the hearts and minds of Soviet Russia, not with
propaganda, but with the greatest love story of the twentieth century: Doctor Zhivago • A HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE
WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK At the height of the Cold War, Irina, a young Russian-American secretary, is plucked
from the CIA typing pool and given the assignment of a lifetime. Her mission: to help smuggle Doctor Zhivago into the
USSR, where it is banned, and enable Boris Pasternak’s magnum opus to make its way into print around the world.
Mentoring Irina is the glamorous Sally Forrester: a seasoned spy who has honed her gift for deceit, using her
magnetism and charm to pry secrets out of powerful men. Under Sally’s tutelage, Irina learns how to invisibly ferry
classiﬁed documents—and discovers deeply buried truths about herself. The Secrets We Kept combines a legendary
literary love story—the decades-long aﬀair between Pasternak and his mistress and muse, Olga Ivinskaya, who
inspired Zhivago’s heroine, Lara—with a narrative about two women empowered to lead lives of extraordinary intrigue
and risk. Told with soaring emotional intensity and captivating historical detail, this is an unforgettable debut: a
celebration of the powerful belief that a work of art can change the world.
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Wolf in the Snow
Feiwel & Friends Winner of the 2018 Caldecott Medal A girl is lost in a snowstorm. A wolf cub is lost, too. How will they
ﬁnd their way home? Paintings rich with feeling tell this satisfying story of friendship and trust. Here is a book set on a
wintry night that will spark imaginations and warm hearts, from Matthew Cordell, author of Trouble Gum and Another
Brother.

The Weight of Water
Bloomsbury Publishing USA A poetic, gifty oﬀering that combines ﬁrst love, friendship, and persistent courage in this
lyrical immigration story told in verse. Carrying just a suitcase and an old laundry bag ﬁlled with clothes, Kasienka and
her mother are immigrating to England from Poland. Kasienka isn't the happiest girl in the world. At home, her mother
is suﬀering from a broken heart as she searches for Kasienka's father. And at school, Kasienka is having trouble being
the new girl and making friends. The only time she feels comforted is when she's swimming at the pool. But she can't
quite shake the feeling that she's sinking. Until a new boy swims into her life, and she learns that there might be more
than one way to stay aﬂoat. The Weight of Water is a coming-of-age story that deftly handles issues of immigration,
alienation, and ﬁrst love. Moving and poetically rendered, this novel-in-verse is the story of a young girl whose
determination to ﬁnd out who she is prevails.

Netﬂixed
The Epic Battle for America's Eyeballs
Penguin Netﬂix has come a long way since 1997, when two Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, Marc Randolph and Reed
Hastings, decided to start an online DVD store before most people owned a DVD player. They were surprised and
elated when launch-day traﬃc in April 1998 crashed their server and resulted in 150 sales. Today, Netﬂix has more
than 25 million subscribers and annual revenues above $3 billion. Yet long- term success-or even survival-is still far
from guaranteed. Journalist Gina Keating recounts the absorbing, fast-paced drama of the company's turbulent rise to
the top and its attempt to invent two new kinds of business. First it engaged in a grueling war against video-store
behemoth Blockbuster, transforming movie rental forever. Then it jumped into an even bigger battle for online video
streaming against Google, Hulu, Amazon, and the big cable companies. Netﬂix ushered in such innovations as DVD
rental by mail, a patented online queue of upcoming rentals, and a recommendation algorithm called Cinematch that
proved crucial in its struggle against bigger rivals. Yet for all its success, Netﬂix is still a polarizing company. Hastings
is often heralded as a visionary-he was named Business Person of the Year in 2010 by Fortune-even as he has been
called the nation's worst CEO. Netﬂix also faces disgruntled customers after price increases and other stumbles that
could tarnish the brand forever. The quest to become the world's portal for premium video on demand will determine
nothing less than the future of entertainment and the Internet. Drawing on extensive new interviews and her years
covering Netﬂix as a ﬁnancial and entertainment reporter, Keating makes this tale as absorbing as it is important.

Good Food
Ecco The Good Food is the ﬁrst single collection of recipes devoted to the celebration of the classics of casual cuisine.
Betty Fussell, author of Masters of American Cookery, writes, "Anyone who loves roasted peppers, garlic, anchovies,
lemons, olives, and dill can be grateful for this well-traveled guide through the good foodlands of the Mediterranean
and elsewhere ...... Drawing on the diverse cooking traditions of America, Italy, France, India, Morocco, and the Middle
East, the authors have assembled recipes that include not only the classic examples of each cuisine, but also unusual
dishes that provide surprising gastronomic rewards. The authors have also included an additional section of
accompaniments, that oﬀer complements to the other entries.

Opium
How an Ancient Flower Shaped and Poisoned Our World
Hachette Books From a psychiatrist on the frontlines of addiction medicine and an expert on the history of drug use
comes the "authoritative, engaging, and accessible" history of the ﬂower that helped to build (Booklist) -- and now
threatens -- modern society. Opioid addiction is fast becoming the most deadly crisis in American history. In 2018, it
claimed nearly ﬁfty thousand lives -- more than gunshots and car crashes combined, and almost as many Americans as
were killed in the entire Vietnam War. But even as the overdose crisis ravages our nation -- straining our prison
system, dividing families, and defying virtually every legislative solution to treat it -- few understand how it came to
be. Opium tells the "fascinating" (Lit Hub) and at times harrowing tale of how we arrived at today's crisis, "mak[ing]
timely and startling connections among painkillers, politics, ﬁnance, and society" (Laurence Bergreen). The story
begins with the discovery of poppy artifacts in ancient Mesopotamia, and goes on to explore how Greek physicians and
obscure chemists discovered opium's eﬀects and reﬁned its power, how colonial empires marketed it around the world,
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and eventually how international drug companies developed a range of powerful synthetic opioids that led to an
epidemic of addiction. Throughout, Dr. John Halpern and David Blistein reveal the fascinating role that opium has
played in building our modern world, from trade networks to medical protocols to drug enforcement policies. Most
importantly, they disentangle how crucial misjudgments, patterns of greed, and racial stereotypes served to transform
one of nature's most eﬀective painkillers into a source of unspeakable pain -- and how, using the insights of history,
state-of-the-art science, and a compassionate approach to the illness of addiction, we can overcome today's overdose
epidemic. This urgent and masterfully woven narrative tells an epic story of how one beautiful ﬂower became the
fascination of leaders, tycoons, and nations through the centuries and in their hands exposed the fragility of our
civilization. An NPR Best Book of the Year"A landmark project." -- Dr. Andrew Weil"Engrossing and highly readable." -Sam Quinones"An astonishing journey through time and space." -- Julie Holland, MD"The most important, provocative,
and challenging book I've read in a long time." -- Laurence Bergreen

The Geography of Madness
Penis Thieves, Voodoo Death, and the Search for the
Meaning of the World's Strangest Syndromes
Melville House Why do some men become convinced—despite what doctors tell them—that their penises have, simply,
disappeared. Why do people across the world become convinced that they are cursed to die on a particular date—and
then do? Why do people in Malaysia suddenly “run amok”? In The Geography of Madness, acclaimed magazine writer
Frank Bures investigates these and other “culture-bound” syndromes, tracing each seemingly baﬄing phenomenon to
its source. It’s a fascinating, and at times rollicking, adventure that takes the reader around the world and deep into
the oddities of the human psyche. What Bures uncovers along the way is a poignant and stirring story of the
persistence of belief, fear, and hope.

Things I Wish I'd Known Before We Got Married
Moody Publishers “Most people spend far more time in preparation for their vocation than they do in preparation for
marriage.” With more than 35 years of experience counseling couples, Gary has found that most marriages suﬀer due
to a lack of preparation and a failure to learn to work together as intimate teammates. So he put together this
practical little book, packed with wisdom and tips that will help many develop the loving, supportive, and mutually
beneﬁcial marriage they envision, such as: What the adequate foundation for a successful marriage truly is What to
expect about the roles and inﬂuence of extended family How to solve disagreements without arguing How to talk
through issues like money, sex, chores, and more Why couples must learn how to apologize and forgive Ideal for newly
married couples and those considering marriage, the material lends itself to heart-felt, revealing, and critical
conversations for relational success. Read this bookand you’ll be prepared for—not surprised by—the challenges of
marriage. - Bonus features include: Book suggestions and an interactive websites to enhance the couples’ experience
“Talking it Over” questions and suggestions to jumpstart conversations over each chapter Appendix on healthy dating
relationships and an accompanying learning exercise

My Last Best Friend
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt After her best friend moves away, fourth-grader Ida May is determined not to make another
best friend, despite the eﬀorts of a new girl in her class.

Fish in a Tree
Penguin "Ally's greatest fear is that everyone will ﬁnd out she is as dumb as they think she is because she still doesn't
know how to read"--

Edgeland
Penguin Orphaned Wren and her friend Alec live on Edgeland, where the dead are prepared for the afterlife, but when
they are accidentally sucked into the Drain, they ﬁnd something unimaginable.

Spanking Shakespeare
Ember Entering his senior year of high school, Shakespeare Shapiro, desperate for respect, admiration, and a girlfriend,
begins writing what he hopes to be a prize-winning memoir, in which he chronicles every mortifying detail of his life.
Reprint.
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The Cambridge Handbook of Cognition and Education
Cambridge University Press This Handbook reviews a wealth of research in cognitive and educational psychology that
investigates how to enhance learning and instruction to aid students struggling to learn and to advise teachers on how
best to support student learning. The Handbook includes features that inform readers about how to improve
instruction and student achievement based on scientiﬁc evidence across diﬀerent domains, including science,
mathematics, reading and writing. Each chapter supplies a description of the learning goal, a balanced presentation of
the current evidence about the eﬃcacy of various approaches to obtaining that learning goal, and a discussion of
important future directions for research in this area. It is the ideal resource for researchers continuing their study of
this ﬁeld or for those only now beginning to explore how to improve student achievement.

The Fuck It List
All The Things You Can Skip Before You Die
Simon and Schuster Face it, life is short and who has time to see 1000 places, read 1000 more "classics" or see 1000
movies somebody else deems essential, and all that nonsense? Here is a list of 101 things you should never bother
with from the ﬁendishly clever mind of Kevin Pryslak. The F*ck It List is a hilarious middle-ﬁnger salute to all those
absurd life goals that will ensure an anxiety-ﬁlled middle age will be followed by shame-ﬁlled golden years. It pokes a
sorely needed pin into a bloated rite of passage that's ripe for deﬂation. Do you really need to ﬁrewalk or didn't Oprah
and Tony Robbins take care of that for us? Swimming with sharks is a really dumb idea, so let's leave that with the
gullible reality tv desperadoes, shall we? Kevin Pryslak has come up with a "to don't list" that will have you laughing
out loud and leave you with lots more time to do the all the things YOU really want to do!

Confessions of a High School Disaster
Simon and Schuster "Chloe Winter chonicles a year in her high school life, sharing the highs and lows of family,
friendship, school, and love"--

Like Carrot Juice on a Cupcake
Abrams I did a mean thing. A very mean thing. I HATE that I did it. But I did. This is worse than carrot juice on a cupcake
or a wasp on my pillow or a dress that’s too tight at the neck. In the third installment from the team who created Like
Pickle Juice on a Cookie and Like Bug Juice on a Burger, Eleanor’s relationship with her best friend, Pearl, experiences
its ﬁrst growing pains. When a glamorous new student transfers to school, at ﬁrst Eleanor’s excited about the
possibility of a new friend. But when Pearl is assigned to be the new girl’s buddy, Eleanor fears she can’t compete. To
make matters worse, Eleanor’s been chosen for the lead role in the springtime musical, which means she has to sing a
solo in front of the entire school! From overcoming stage fright to having a secret crush, young readers will relate to
Eleanor as she navigates the bittersweet waters of growing up. Praise for Like Carrot Juice on a Cupcake STARRED
REVIEW "Sternberg again displays her talent at putting Eleanor on the horns of a common youthful dilemma in
accessible prose." --Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books, starred review "This is another very true-to-life story
about the challenges of growing up. Julie Sternberg captures young emotions so perfectly!" --School Library Monthly
"The measures Eleanor takes to right her wrongs and rise to challenges are beautifully revealed in Sternberg’s spare
text, which leaves plenty of room for the reader to empathize. Like Eleanor, this series continues to grow and
blossom." --Booklist "The pen and ink drawings capture facial expressions and emotions quite well. A good addition for
most early-chapter-book collections." --School Library Journal

Bo at Ballard Creek
Henry Holt and Company (BYR) It's the 1920s, and Bo was headed for an Alaska orphanage when she won the hearts of
two tough gold miners who set out to raise her, enthusiastically helped by all the kind people of the nearby Eskimo
village. Bo learns Eskimo along with English, helps in the cookshack, learns to polka, and rides along with Big Annie
and her dog team. There's always some kind of excitement: Bo sees her ﬁrst airplane, has a run-in with a bear, and
meets a mysterious lost little boy. Bo at Ballard Creek by Kirkpatrick Hill is an unforgettable story of a little girl
growing up in the exhilarating time after the big Alaska gold rushes.

Cornbread & Poppy
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Caldecott medalist Matthew Cordell debuts his ﬁrst early reader series about two
best friends who are as diﬀerent from each other as can be. Cornbread LOVES planning. Poppy does not. Cornbread
ADORES preparing. Poppy does not. Cornbread IS ready for winter. Poppy...is not. But Cornbread and Poppy are the
best of friends, so when Poppy is left without any food for the long winter, Cornbread volunteers to help her out. Their
search leads them up, up, up Holler Mountain, where these mice might ﬁnd a new friend...and an old one. Celebrating
both partnership and the value of what makes us individuals, young readers will ﬁnd this classic odd-couple irresistible
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as they encounter relatable issues with humor and heart. Publishing simultaneously in hardcover and paperback.

Girl on the Ferris Wheel
Feiwel & Friends In Girl on the Ferris Wheel, Julie Halpern and Len Vlahos expertly tackle this quirky and poignant
romance that explores what ﬁrst love really means—and how it sometimes hurts like hell. Tenth graders Eliana and
Dmitri could not be more diﬀerent. He's an outgoing, self-conﬁdent drummer in a punk band called Unexpected
Turbulence. Eliana is introspective and thoughtful, and a movie buﬀ who is living with depression. Dmitri quite literally
falls for Eliana when he sees her in gym class and slams into a classmate. The pair then navigate the ins and outs of
ﬁrst love. Exciting, scary, unexpected, and so much more diﬃcult than they ever imagined. They say opposites attract,
but they soon realize that there is so much they just don’t understand about each other. It begs the question: How
long can ﬁrst love possibly last when you’re so diﬀerent?

Maybe One Day
Harper Collins In the tradition of The Fault in Our Stars, critically acclaimed author Melissa Kantor masterfully captures
the joy of friendship, the agony of loss, and the unique experience of being a teenager in this poignant new novel
about a girl grappling with her best friend's life-threatening illness. A person's whole life, she's lucky to have one or
two real friends. Friends who are like family… For Zoe, that someone is Olivia. So when Olivia is diagnosed with
leukemia, Zoe is determined to put on a brave face and be positive for her best friend. Even when she isn't sure what
to say. Even when Olivia misses months of school. Even when Zoe starts falling for Calvin, Olivia's crush. The one thing
that keeps Zoe moving forward is knowing that Olivia will beat this, and everything will go back to the way it was
before. It has to. Because the alternative is too terrifying for her to even imagine.

Americanon
An Unexpected U.S. History in Thirteen Bestselling Books
Penguin “An elegant, meticulously researched, and eminently readable history of the books that deﬁne us as
Americans. For history buﬀs and book-lovers alike, McHugh oﬀers us a precious gift.”—Jake Halpern, Pulitzer Prize
winner and New York Times bestselling author “With her usual eye for detail and knack for smart storytelling, Jess
McHugh takes a savvy and sensitive look at the 'secret origins' of the books that made and deﬁned us. . . . You won't
want to miss a one moment of it.”—Brian Jay Jones, author of Becoming Dr. Seuss and the New York Times bestselling
Jim Henson The true, fascinating, and remarkable history of thirteen books that deﬁned a nation Surprising and
delightfully engrossing, Americanon explores the true history of thirteen of the nation’s most popular books.
Overlooked for centuries, our simple dictionaries, spellers, almanacs, and how-to manuals are the unexamined
touchstones for American cultures and customs. These books sold tens of millions of copies and set out speciﬁc
archetypes for the ideal American, from the self-made entrepreneur to the humble farmer. Benjamin Franklin’s
Autobiography, How to Win Friends and Inﬂuence People, Webster's Dictionary, Emily Post’s Etiquette: Americanon
looks at how these ubiquitous books have updated and reemphasized potent American ideals—about meritocracy,
patriotism, or individualism—at crucial moments in history. Old favorites like the Old Farmer’s Almanac and Betty
Crocker’s Picture Cook Book are seen in this new way—not just as popular books but as foundational texts that shaped
our understanding of the American story. Taken together, these books help us understand how their authors, most of
them part of a powerful minority, attempted to construct meaning for the majority. Their beliefs and quirks—as well as
personal interests, prejudices, and often strange personalities—informed the values and habits of millions of
Americans, woven into our cultural DNA over generations of reading and dog-earing. Yet their inﬂuence remains
uninvestigated--until now. What better way to understand a people than to look at the books they consumed most, the
ones they returned to repeatedly, with questions about everything from spelling to social mobility to sex. This fresh
and engaging book is American history as you’ve never encountered it before.

The Popularity Papers
Research for the Social Improvement and General
Betterment of Lydia Goldblatt and Julie Graham-Chang
Harry N. Abrams Two best friends embark on a project to study the behavior and taste of the popular girls at their
elementary school so that by the time they get to middle school they too will be in the right crowd.

Deadly
Simon and Schuster In the early nineteen hundreds, sixteen-year-old Prudence Galewski takes a job assisting the head
epidemiologist at New York's Department of Health and Sanitation, investigating the case of "Typhoid Mary," a woman
who is infecting others with typhoid fever.
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Notes from a Former Virgin
Junior Year
Simon and Schuster Bridget Jones’s Diary meets Mean Girls as lovably ﬂawed high school student Chloe Snow chronicles
her junior year as she navigates the highs and lows of family, friendship, school, and losing her virginity. I’ll be honest:
junior year has been a disaster. My horrible mom is back from Mexico. My dad’s girlfriend is living in our house. Did I
mention my parents aren’t divorced yet? On the plus side, I lost my virginity!...and then the whole school found out
and I got slut-shamed. Then, somehow, I got popular! But according to some people, it turned me into a monster, and
I’m pretty sure everyone hates me now. Oh, and there was the Thanksgiving ﬁasco, and the prom queen debacle, and
the illegal middle-of-the-night drive to the hospital. Want to hear the whole wild story? You’ll have to read my notes.

Undergraduate Education in Psychology
A Blueprint for the Future of the Discipline
Amer Psychological Assn Examines what our students need to know to be psychologically literate citizens of the
contemporary world, caring family members, and productive workers who can meet challenges. This work creates a
fresh model for educating psychologically literate citizens.

Words of (Questionable) Wisdom from Lydia Goldblatt
and Julie Graham-Chang (The Popularity Papers #3)
Abrams After spending six months apart in Book Two, best friends Julie and Lydia are reunited at last! Julie has said
good-bye to the mean girls, and Lydia is ready to apply her hard-earned friendship lessons to founding their own crew.
But bad news interrupts their reunion: their friend Sukie’s mother, ill for many years, has passed away. This shakes
Lydia and Julie, who reevaluate their goals and decide to focus more on being supportive of the friends they have.
Unfortunately, their well-meaning schemes almost immediately start to go awry, and everyone seems to be mad at
them for reasons beyond their control. How can they be better friends when no one seems to want to give them the
chance? As always, Julie and Lydia’s hilarious back-and-forth notes form the backbone of the novel, in which Amy
Ignatow reveals all-too-real truths about friendship and loyalty.

Neighborhood Girls
HarperCollins A powerful coming-of-age story about a girl whose encounters with loss, broken friendships, and
newfound faith leave her forever changed, from Printz Honor winner and Morris Award Finalist Jessie Ann Foley When
Wendy Boychuck’s father, a Chicago cop, was escorted from their property in handcuﬀs, she knew her life would never
be the same. Her father gets a years-long jail sentence, her family falls on hard times, and the whispers around their
neighborhood are impossible to ignore. If that wasn’t bad enough, she gets jumped walking home from a party one
night. Wendy quickly realizes that in order to survive her father’s reputation, she’ll have to make one for herself. Then
Wendy meets Kenzie Quintana—a foul-mouthed, Catholic uniform-skirt-hiking alpha—and she knows immediately that
she’s found her savior. Kenzie can provide Wendy with the kind of armor a girl needs when she’s trying to outrun her
father’s past. Add two more mean girls to the mix—Sapphire and Emily—and Wendy has found herself in Academy of
the Sacred Heart’s most feared and revered clique. Makeover complete. But complete is far from what Wendy feels.
Instead, she faces the highs and lows of a toxic friendship, the exhaustion that comes with keeping up appearances,
and a shattering loss—the only one that could hurt more than losing herself.

Into the Wild Nerd Yonder
Macmillan When high school sophomore Jessie's long-term best friend transforms herself into a punk and goes after
Jessie's would-be boyfriend, Jessie decides to visit "the wild nerd yonder" and seek true friends among classmates who
play Dungeons and Dragons.

Cut
Scholastic Inc. While conﬁned to a mental hospital, thirteen-year-old Callie slowly comes to understand some of the
reasons behind her self-mutilation, and gradually starts to get better.
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